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Lobby pro® Dust pans and Broom
A range of pans and a matching broom for  cleaning in any environment.

■■ Hand held Dust Pan with ergonomic design FG200500.
■■ Dust Pans with handle perfect for spot cleaning without bending, for use with lobby brooms.
■■ Durable rear wheels improve wear resistance.
■■ FG253200 Self-opening and closing lid conceals  unsightly dirt and debris.
■■ FG253300 Lobby Pro Deluxe features same benefits as FG253200 plus an ergonomic and 

adjustable handle grip that enhances user comfort.
■■ FG637400 Lobby Dust Pan Broom perfect for hard-to-reach corners (vinyl coated metal 

handle).
■■ FG253500 Optional hanger bracket allows for easy pan and broom transport and storage.

FG253200 + FG253500 + FG637400 
on Brute® Container with dolly

Lobby pro® Wet/Dry Spill pan
offers users the ability to clean any type of spill, solid, liquid or 
a combination of both, without having to bend over or touch the 
spillage.

■■ The 2 l capacity smooth-skin Spill Pan has a wide sloping front end over which 
spills are transported into the pan using the Cleaning Wand.

■■ Beyond the peak of the slope is a drop-off that will not allow liquids to find 
their way back onto the floor surface.

■■ The front of pan area also includes a recessed and replaceable rubber blade that 
contours itself to  uneven floor surfaces to help ensure that liquids will not find 
their way under the pan.

■■ Spill Pan includes a convenient indented foot rest that allows the pan to be held 
firmly in place.

■■ The Cleaning Wand allows users to quickly and effectively transport liquid or 
mixed spills from smooth or rough surface floors into the Spill Pan.

■■ The Cleaning Wand blade is made of a soft double moss squeegee foam and is 
supported by a  galvanised metal frame.

■■ It also includes a 116.8 cm metal handle for wide area spill cleaning without 
bending over.

Ref Description Material Dimensions Capacity Colour Pack
FG253100BLA Lobby Pro® Dust Pan w/out lid Polypropylene 32.4 x 28.6 x 12.7 cm 6
FG253200BLA Lobby Pro® Dust Pan with lid Polypropylene 32.4 x 28.6 x 12.7 cm 6
FG253300BLA Lobby Pro® Dust Pan Deluxe Polypropylene 32.4 x 28.6 x 12.7 cm 6
FG253500BLA Hanger Bracket Polypropylene 3.2 x 3.2 x 10.2 cm 6
FG200500CHAR Small Dust Pan Polypropylene 31.1 x 21 x 6.7 cm 12
FG637400BLA Lobby Broom Polypropylene 16 x 94 cm 6

Ref Description Material Dimensions Capacity Colour Pack
FG9M0000BLA Lobby Pro® Wet / Dry Spill Pan Polypropylene 43.0 x 31.5 x 103.0 cm 2 l 4
FG9M0100BLA Cleaning Wand Mixed 40.0 x 116.8 cm 4

CLEANING: Lobby Pro®


